
PioneeringEd 
Strategies

Applicable to most subjects



Highlighting and Using Colors

● Use red pens or markers to highlight key terminologies and definitions 
that need to be remembered



Examples



Flashcards
● Write a question on one side and the answer on the other

● Write out math formulas or concepts on one side with explanation and 
related details on the other



Examples



Mind-Mapping
● Start with a central idea in the middle with related details branching out



Examples



Note-Taking Enhancements

● Divide notes into 3 sections to help simplify complex topics

● Summarize concepts when possible

● Use abbreviations and symbols

● Use red pens



Example



Pre-Tests
● Bank of questions self-created in a study-guide format to help prepare for 

exams
○ Structure questions ranging from easy to hard

○ Must be inclusive of complex concepts



Acrostics and Acronyms
● Fossil - to learn about fossils

○ Found underground
○ Older fossils founder lower down
○ Some are imprints
○ Sedimentary rocks hold fossils
○ Insects have gold coloring
○ Limestone helps preserve fossils 

● IPMAT - learn the stages of cell 
division
○ Interphase
○ Prophase
○ Metaphase
○ Anaphase
○ Telephase



Summary Guide
● Student creates a one-page checklist comprising of formulas, key 

terminologies, important dates, short notes, etc. to quickly review before 
an exam



Examples



Mnemonics
● Linking new information to things they already know, in order to improve 

the memory of key information. 

● These strategies include using verbal and visual cues to trigger memory 
and make associations. 



Example
● Kings play chess on fine glass sets



Speech in Color
● Assign a particular color to each of the eight parts of speech

○ noun - red
○ verb - blue
○ adjective - green
○ adverb - orange
○ preposition - purple
○ pronoun - pink
○ interjection - brown
○ conjunction - black

● Have the students underline each of the words in the sentence according 
to its function. 



Example
● The fuzzy cat walked quickly around the room.

● The girl sat quietly in her desk.



Percentage to Fraction
● To convert a percentage to a fraction, first convert to a decimal (divide by 

100), then use the steps for converting decimal to fractions.



Example
● Convert 80% to a fraction
● Steps

○ Convert 80% to a decimal (=80/100): 0.8

○ Write down the decimal "over" the number 1: 0.8/1

○ Multiply top and bottom by 10 for every number after the decimal point (10 for 1 number, 
100 for 2 numbers, etc): 0.8 × 10 / 1 × 10 = 8/10

○ Then Simplify the fraction: 4/5



Fraction to Percentage
● The easiest way to convert a fraction to a percentage is to divide the top 

number by the bottom number, then multiply the result by 100, and add 
the "%" sign.



Example
● Convert 3/8 to a percentage

○ First divide 3 by 8: 3 ÷ 8 = 0.375,

○ Then multiply by 100: 0.375 x 100 = 37.5

○ Add the "%" sign: 37.5%



Table
Percent Decimal Fraction
1% 0.01 1/100
5% 0.05 1/20
10% 0.1 1/10
12½% 0.125 1/8
20% 0.2 1/5
25% 0.25 1/4
331/3% 0.333 1/3
50% 0.5 1/2
75% 0.75 3/4
80% 0.8 4/5
90% 0.9 9/10
99% 0.99 99/100
100% 1.0  100/100
125% 1.25 5/4
150% 1.5 3/2
200% 2.0 200/200


